FAMILY FUN ON SOUTH AFRICA’S GARDEN ROUTE
South Africa’s popular “Garden Route” actually has very little to do with gardens other than the fact that its 300 kms (190 miles) of coastline is incredibly lush and
beautiful. The Garden Route stretches from near Mossel Bay in the Western Cape
to the Storms River in Tsitsikamma National Park in the Eastern Cape and is a
popular add-on to visits to Cape Town. Its wide range of eco-systems is one of its
highlights - including 10 nature reserves, numerous sandy beaches and bays,
indigenous forests, mountains and even a semi-desert!
The way many people explore the “Route” is to slowly meander their way along
the N2 and its branching arterial roads and incredible mountain passes, taking in a
wide variety of adventures and attractions as they go, staying in a range of hotels
and B&Bs along the way. But for young families it can be a hassle packing and
unpacking every few days…
Another consideration when planning a family holidays is that the starting point is
about 6 hour’s drive from Cape Town, which is a long time in the car for young
children. So many families opt to fly from Cape Town to George (around 50
minutes flight) and then use somewhere like Fancourt as their base from which to
do shorter day trips.
George has a lovely mild climate all year round (ranging between 10 - 28 degrees)
so ideal for families – and the range of activities both on the Fancourt Estate and
on the Garden Route itself, will keep the whole family busy which is why we
recommend families “Stay and Play” with us for at least a week.
Read more about our #FamilyMoments - including our popular Fancourt kidz club,
the teen and “’Tween” scene and family friendly accommodation - including a pay
2 stay 3 deal for 2019 HERE. Just to give you an idea of some of the best family activities you can enjoy on the
Garden Route, using Fancourt as your “home from home”, we’ve put together a little round up:

FAMILY FUN ON THE GARDEN ROUTE
SAFARI FUN
Distance from Fancourt – 40-minute drive
Botlierskop Game Reserve is a 3500ha game reserve allows families to enjoy
close encounters with rhino, buffalo, giraffe, lion, zebra, hippos and so much
more in a malaria free reserve.

CHOCOHOLICS DREAM
Distance from Fancourt - 30-minute drive
Think all things chocolate - making, tasting, tempering – and a lot of eating!
Drooling? Then head for the Great Brak River and La Chocolaterie Rococo!

A CHEESEY ADVENTURE
Distance from Fancourt – 90-minute drive
Say Cheese! Learn all about various cheeses and how to make them in
Oudtshoorn. The tour also includes a 3-course cheese and wine pairing and you
get to make your own cheese to take home.

SANDBOARD DOWN DRAGON’S DUNE
Distance from Fancourt - 60-minute drive
Take on the world-famous ‘Dragon Dune’ – the biggest and longest sandboard
ride in South Africa.

CANGO CAVES
Distance from Fancourt – 90-minute drive
Explore the beautiful Cango Caves near Oudtshoorn with their impressive caverns
of limestone stalactites and stalagmites.

ZIPS AWAY
Distance from Fancourt - 90-minute drive
Enjoy ziplining near the Caves. They have a double zip line with 2 stages
including a teaser Zip which runs 250 meters over a deep Karoo ravine - and then
the 500 meters down over a wildlife enclosure.

KISS AN OSTRICH
Distance from Fancourt – 60-minute drive
Fascinating guided tours of the Cango Ostrich Fam where you will see the eggs,
incubators and chicks (in season), hug the very tame Betsie and learn all about
these magnificent birds.

MEET A CHEETAH
Distance from Fancourt – 60-minute drive
The Cango Wildlife Ranch has been in existence for 30 years and currently
comprises of over 90 different species of animal. Guided educational tours are
offered which highlight environmental issues. Includes the Cheetah Preservation
Foundation and Breeding programme.

MEERKAT SAFARI
Distance from Fancourt – 60-minute drive
Buffelsdrift Game Lodge is tucked away in the heart of the Klein Karoo so it’s
a great spot to observe meerkats at dawn as they pop out of their burrows to
soak up the sun. The morning tour includes lunch at the lodge.

SWARTBERG PASS TOUR
Distance from Fancourt - 90-minute drive
A full day tour, starting with a scenic drive over the Outeniqua Mountains and
going through Oudtshoorn where the guide will point out points of interest
and local fauna and flora. At the bottom of the Swartberg pass, enjoy a leg
stretch whilst discussing the design and building of the pass. A delicious picnic
lunch in the mountain is followed by a trip to the historic town of Prince
Albert and a return travel through the breath-taking Meiringspoort with a
stop at the waterfall. The last stop will be in the little town of De Rust to
explore quaint village shops.

OUTENIQUA FARMERS MARKET
Distance from Fancourt – 15-minute drive
George Farmers Market - open to public on Saturdays only (selected Sundays
in season). You'll find more than 150 food and craft stalls.

OUTENIQUA POWER VAN
Distance from Fancourt - 15-minute drive
Visit the George Transport Museum and then enjoy a van ride (similar to a
train) along one of the most scenic railway lines in the country winding
through the Outeniqua Mountains’ four passes and six tunnels, with great
views of the forest waterfalls, fynbos, proteas, bird and animal life. Includes a
stop at a panoramic picnic area – so pack a lovely picnic!

STRAWBERRIES & FUN FOR AFRICA
Distance from Fancourt - 10-minute drive
Redberry Farm is paradise for kids with a twist of strawberry. It is home to the
largest permanent hedge maze in the Southern Hemisphere with 7
strawberry stations, a 25m underground tunnel and a look-out point to be
found within 10,000m of pathways. Kids can also enjoy PYO (picking your
own) strawberries fresh out of the fields. There’s also pony rides, a bubble
ball, bumper boats, outdoor playground, mini train ride, go karts and feed the
bunnies.

COASTAL SCENIC FLIGHT
Distance from Fancourt - 40-minute drive
Head to Mossel Bay Airport to board the Beechcraft Baron Aircraft for a
scenic flight over the coastline. Mom and Dad can even enjoy some onboard
bubbly! Views are breath-taking including mountains, beaches, cliffs and lush
vegetation alongside the mountain range. You may even spot your home at
Fancourt from above.

KNYSNA LAGOON & HEADS
Distance from Fancourt – 60-minute drive
There are many ways to explore Knysna and its famous lagoon:
- Return ferry trip to Featherbed Nature Reserve including lunch and a
game drive/eco-excursion
- 'Heads Explorer' is a catamaran yacht that sails on the lagoon to the
Heads and beyond (conditions permitting).
- John Benn is a double-decker floating restaurant offering daily lagoon
cruises to the Knysna Heads.
- Springtide Sunset Cruise - cruise through the heads to the open sea
aboard a luxurious yacht
- Go fishing trip on the Knysna lagoon
- Enjoy an Oyster Tour – tasting the difference between wild and
cultivated oysters, all whilst cruising the lagoon to the Heads and
surrounds.
- Learn to sail a yacht - introductory session for the whole family.

COFFEE BREWING
Distance from Fancourt – 20-minute drive
Mom and Dad will particularly enjoy a tour of this “bean-to-cup”
roasting facility and learn all about their favourite blend of caffeine!
After a tasting and rating you can even make your own unique blend of
coffee and take home a 250g packet.

QUAD BIKING & SEGWAY TOURS – WILDERNESS
Distance from Fancourt – 30-minute drive
Guided quad biking adventure trail though indigenous bush and Fynbos
– or Segway tours within the Ebb and Flow National Park which forms
part of the Garden Route National Park.

AFRICAN DRUMMING
Distance from Fancourt - 60-minute drive
Feel the energizing effects of the drum circle, creating unity and
comradely. Stop thinking and feel the rhythm! Interactive drumming is a
real celebration!

EMZINI TOWNSHIP TOUR
Distance from Fancourt - 60-minute drive
A personalised tour of the Knysna Township offering a rare insight into
how many people live in Africa.

PAPER / WOOD BOARD MAKING
Distance from Fancourt - 45-minute drive
Did you know that some paper is made from elephant dung? Learn all about the art of paper production
and even make your own sheet – or opt to head to the wood shop to craft your own wooden Cheese board.

BIRDS OF EDEN
Distance from Fancourt - 2-hour drive
Birds of Eden’s unique two-hectare dome (the world’s largest) spans over a
gorge of indigenous forest. The sanctuary has its own mysterious ruin,
which incorporates a walk-behind waterfall.

DEEP SEA FISHING – PLETTENBERG BAY
Distance from Fancourt - 60-minute drive
A day out in the deep will long be remembered as it brings you into contact
not only with tough fighting fish but also into a diverse ecosystem. Whales,
dolphins, seals and marine birds are often sighted on our trips making it a
worthwhile experience for the whole family.

JUKANI WILDLIFE SANCTUARY
Distance from Fancourt - 2-hour drive
Jukani near Plett is dedicated to the preservation and wellbeing of carnivores
by changing attitudes and minds of people. This sanctuary is home to big
cats such as lions (white and tawny), cheetahs, tigers (Siberian, Bengal and
white), leopard (spotted and black), jaguar, pumas, caracal, serval cats and
other wildlife species such as zebra, wild dog, springbuck, zorilla, honey
badger, raccoons and various snake species (which are housed separately)

MONKEYLAND PRIMATE SANCTUARY
Distance from Fancourt - 2-hour drive
Monkeyland is the world’s first free roaming multi-species primate
sanctuary. During their monkey safari you can spot over 700 primates
comprising of capuchin monkeys, ringtail and black-and-white ruffed lemurs,
saki monkeys, squirrel monkeys, vervet monkeys, 2 species of langur, howler
monkeys, gibbons, etc in their forest home. You will also experience our 128metre suspended canopy walk whilst on tour. There’s also a restaurant,
souvenir store, and viewing deck.

WHALE WATCHING
Distance from Fancourt - 90-minute drive
Situated Plettenberg Bay Ocean, Blue Adventure offers a rare and powerful
experience through permitted boat based whale watching and dolphin
encounters. All tours are guided with expert crew and tour operators who
are internationally qualified.

SCUBA DIVING – PLETTENBERG BAY
Distance from Fancourt - 90-minute drive
Pro Dive is a 5 Star National Geographic Dive Centre offering shore dives
right from the hotel's exclusive beach, boat dives to some spectacular sites
and effortless scuba introductions and training on site.

TENIKWA WILDLIFE
Distance from Fancourt – 2-hour drive
Join us on a 1 hour guided tour to visit the indigenous Wild Cats of
South Africa and other wildlife at Tenikwa in Plettenberg Bay. They
also do an EcoKidz Family Challenge which is an interactive family
program designed to keep the kids engaged as they explore various
conservation challenges.

LILO AND KAYAK ADVENTURES
Distance from Fancourt - 2 hours & 15 minute drive
The 2-3 hour Storms River kayak and lilo adventure is a popular
adventure activity where you can experience the best that
Tsitsikamma has to offer! Explore the Storms River Gorge, with its
long, deep, quiet pools with deep caves and ancient forests.

STORMSRIVER NATURE RESERVE
Distance from Fancourt – 2.5-hour drive
A nature experience in the beautiful Tsitsikamma forest. Your
specialist guide will give you information on botany and forestry. The
park incorporates 80km of rocky coastline with spectacular sea and
landscapes, a remote mountainous region with secluded valleys
covered in mountain Fynbos and temperate high forests with deep
river gorges leading down to the sea. Lunch is enjoyed within the
national park.

TSITSIKAMMA CANOPY TOURS
Distance from Fancourt - 2 hours & 15 minute drive
Guided Tree Canopy tour in the magnificent Tsitsikamma indigenous
rainforest. Many of the platforms are built around giant Outeniqua
Yellowwood trees that are up to 700 years old!

Fancourt – Your “home from home” on the Garden Route
The Fancourt Estate offers over 600 hectares of” jaw-droppingly beautiful” space - all completely fenced and
enclosed so that you can rest assured that you and your kids can explore its fantastic leisure trails (ranging
from 2km to 5.5km and even 10km routes) and play safely ... be it on hiking trails or bicycles. Facilities
include four tennis courts, indoor heated and outdoor swimming pools at the leisure centre and a fully
supervised Kids Club with indoor soft play and outdoor
jungle gyms etc. There’s a space for teens with mini
cinema and games room including table tennis and a
pool table as well as gaming consoles. Families can
hire bicycles, swimming equipment & fishing
equipment on site. The La Cantina restaurant is
fabulous for families and children can even make their
own pizzas. Accommodation wise, Fancourt offers
fantastic two bedroomed suites designed specifically
for families with separate lounge and dining area.
Their one-bedroomed suites with separate lounge are
also spacious enough to allow for one or even two
small children to share with their parents on roll out
beds at no extra cost. www.fancourt.com

